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CONTENTS

Arcadia is a design research project addressing notions of ‘primitivism’ over the 20th 
century and its implications in contemporary material culture.

The project envisions a ‘primitive future’ where collectivism, honest materials and 
ceremony enrich our lives.  Arcadia will  propose methods of increasing engagement in 
objects and providing social richness. The project will culminate in a research document, 
archive of ‘primitivist’ works, and a series of object artifacts.

* NEED TO RE-FRAME THIS 

The cyclist’s swaying. It is true that you travel faster and more easily with a slight 
swaying motion, than by moving forward in a straight line. The bicycle confirms the 
curvature of space, and that of the body, which steers a course more direct than the linear. 

(Baudrillard, 1997)
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PRE-AMBLE CONSUMPTION TO CARE

This 2011 PreMajor & Major Project is a time and space to develop and refine 
ideologies and methodologies which contribute to my creative practice. My creative 
practice lies between Design for Sustainability, Craft and Contemporary Art - where I act 
as animateur, bricoleur or maker over varying design and cultural projects. 

The project will allow a development of skills necessary to my creative practice: 
research, concept development, writing, documentation, grant submissions, service 
design tools, producing and making. 

 * MORE COMING HERE - CREATIVE PRACTICE

The subject matter of this year’s project and my practice looks at the relationships we 
have with our stuff, comprehending (over) consumption with sustainability in mind, and 
addressing ways of reducing consumption. Change in consumption needs to occur 
culturally, rather than pushed onto consumers from a design or marketing perspective. 
Change needs to happen from within, this project is design for people welcoming of 
change.

Ezio Manzini suggests three devices for reducing consumption:

 – Consumption to Care
 – Consumption of Products to Utilisation of Services
 – Consumption to Non-Consumption  (Manzini, 1994)

The first stage in this PreMajor addresses the first of these tactics: ‘Consumption 
to Care’. It is an investigation into different methods of extending the life of objects 
through material or cultural engagement, and looking at notions of value in objects from 
artistic, use, sentimental or exchange value (Walker, 2006). Different methods of engagement 
include Co-Creation, Primitivism in Design and Object storytelling. 

The second stage to the project tackles ‘Consumption to Non-Consumption’, continuing 
a project from 2005 named ‘Renounce Network’. The initial idea was a campaign asking 
people to renounce one consumable from their life. The continuation of the project 
takes this idea, but looks at what exists in the absence of what is given up, and the 
opportunities for diverting the saved energy into positive community initiatives. 

The twentieth century delivered a myth of individuality defined by material possessions. 
This phenomena has serious repercussions in contemporary patterns of consumption 
and waste. Contemporary consumerism has established a  cult of the ‘new’ - creating 
unhealthy dependancies on rapid product manufacture and consumption. ‘Some 
products discarded before they are physically worn out or are technologically 
superseded because their design is out of fashion or inappropriate to changed 
circumstances.’ (Chapman, 2005) The ‘inappropriate marriage of excessive material durability 
with fleeting product-use careers’ is a legacy from modern times precipitating excessive 
waste of natural resources. (Chapman, 2005) This issue is commonly abated in Sustainable 
design through utilizing methodologies such as material knowledge, recycling, ‘up-
cycling’, however, ‘in their current guise, Sustainable design methodologies lack 
philosophical depth, adopting a symptom-focused approach comparable to that of 
Western medicine.’ (Chapman, 2005)

Ezio Manzini proposes a shift from consumption of products as we know it now, to 
a consumption with increased care - extending the life span and reducing excess 
consumption and waste. The life of an objects can be extended through manipulation of 
function, context and value concept. These interventions can be made at any stage of a 
an object’s life - from ideation to post-manufacture.  

 – Design can ‘give form’ to a changing world, and ‘offer opportunities’ for new  
types of behaviour. (Manzini, 1994)

Different frameworks can be used to induce a higher level of care for an object, 
addressing different modes of value - artistic value, use value, sentimental value and 
exchange value. (Walker, 2006)  There are opportunities to design with emotional durability 
in mind, to co-create with the end use to establish higher engagement with objects, 
to design objects with ‘social richness’ and allow objects to tell stories, acknowledging 
them as cultural artifacts. 

Emotionally Durable Design

In aid of sustainable consumption, Emotionally Durable Design critiques and offers 
solutions in regards to the designed experiences of products - designing subject/object 
relationships that last. 

Jonathan Chapman addresses the systemic issues concerning laconic product life. 
‘As a creative industry, it is vital that we break away from the physical and begin to 
understand more of sustainability of empathy, meaning, desire and other metaphysical 
factors that influence the duration of product life’. (Chapman, 2005).  Designed experiences 
are prevalent in mainstream design, however often designed to be brief. To reduce the 
level of consumption, people need to engage with products for longer periods of time. 
Emotionally Durable Design speaks of embedding more complex emotional semantics 
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into products to create lasting relationships. Subject-object relationships could begin to 
mirror interpersonal relationships in their complexity.

In a utopian extreme, this framework would deliver an idealistic, yet economically 
unrealistic world, because ‘this designable future, so devoid of obsolescence, waste 
and serial dissatisfactions, is fueled only with attachment, evolution and mutual growth.’ 
(Chapman, 2005) Emotionally durable methodologies can be utilised in moderation to slowly 
and gently introduce more empathic, sustainable design attitudes. Moderation may 
present economically viable means of applying Emotionally Durable Design. 

Mainstream product design strives to create ‘perfect’ objects with static newness. 
Once an immaculate object degrades, it loses value and is discarded then replaced. ‘In 
designing perfection you can also design and unstable and highly vulnerable relationship 
between subject and object’. (Chapman, 2005)

Chapman suggests in order to create sustainable narratives within products, the 
‘transformative nuance of decay’ can be used so products age, evolve and accrue value 
with experience and use. ‘Ageing material surfaces narrate tell-tale signs of life by 
embodying the user within the object’. (Chapman, 2005) If this methodology is employed, the 
user would become a co-author of the product and therefore endow more emotional 
investment, resulting in a longer relationship. This technique is to be used with caution 
and consideration to product genre. More considered material choices (rather than the 
obvious options of wood, leather, denim) should be made to heighten the complexity and 
authenticity of the design, and heighten the value and appreciation of the materials. 

Co-Creation

* MORE COMING HERE

Making

Hannah Lawrence is a craft maker from Melbourne & Cornwall, interested in ‘self 
sustainability’ - one day hopes to use only objects, tools and wearables she has made 
herself. She believes that investing in an object by crafting it yourself adds value and 
makes each act of use more rich. 

Based on this premise, Clay Party is a two part happening of connecting people with 
their food through making all the objects necessary to consume it.

The first half of the Clay Party was held with a group of interested friends in early  
March 2011. 

Porcelain, Stoneware and Raku. Wooden table, rolling pins, wine bottles, forks, knives 
and Hannah’s encouragement and advice to make the best out of your clay.

In the weeks between the two happenings, the objects were bisc fired, glazed and fired 
again.

Using & Eating

The second half of the project was to have a dinner party using all the objects we had 
made - nothing otherwise manufactured was to adorn the table. If we had made no cut-
lery, we ate with our hands. 

Everyone had made a cup, bowl and plate each, sald bowls, wine jub, planters, vases, 
salt & pepper pots, oil drizzler, baklawa dishes, candle holders, forks, knives, ice-cream 
scoops.. and a variety of other objects which proved useful or decorative in other ways.

Some objects were made with particular foods in mind, others were used in an impro-
vised way. We experimented to get the best gesture from ambiguous forms. We under-
stood why plates all are produced with a lip.

People mentioned the food tasted better.

Photography: Hayley Humphries & Georgia Hutchison

CASE STUDY: CLAY PARTY
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Existenzminimum & ‘Social Richness’

Aesthetico-Moral design.... 

existenzminimum - in order to be attractive, the proposal must not correspond to a 
scenario of deprivation, provide a framework of a new cultural scenario. 

eg, a scenario in which cars are no longer as necessary because there are other, better 
ways of moving about; 

a scencario in which to rediscover the value of care for material things and the quality 
of things to be cared for, in which to appreciate the sense of the passage of time, the 
changing of the seasons which is communicated by the variations in the fruit available 
for consumption.

* MORE COMING HERE
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Thinking about objects as Cultural Artifacts

 – For every cultural artifact, there is something it enhances or advances
 – For every cultural artifact, there is something that it displaces, obsalesces, or  

pushes into the periphery
 – For every cultural artifact, there is some aspect of a previously existing condition that it 

retrieves or brings out from the periphery
 – For every cultural artifact, when it is pushed or extended to the limits of its potential, it 

will take on a form that reverses what had been its original characteristics

* MORE COMING HERE

Aesthetico-Moral Design: Understanding Japanese Aesthetic

Wabi-Sabi is an aesthetic mode which is most conspicuously associated with what 
is considered traditional Japanese beauty, since its inception, associated with Zen 
Buddhism.  Drawing from the inconspicuous details of nature, Wabi-Sabi things 
are metaphysically either ‘devolving toward or evolving from, nothingness.’ (Koren, 
1994) Etymologically, Wabi and Sabi have evolved from definitions. Wabi refers to 
the philosophical construct, inward and subjective, associated with the spiritual path, 
whereas Sabi refers to materiality, art, literature, the outward, objective and a lean 
aesthetic ideal. (Koren, 1994) When paired, Wabi-Sabi becomes an aesthetic language 
of imperfection, impermanence, incompleteness and unconventionality.

Wabi-Sabi can be defined through comparison and contrast to Modernism. Just as 
Modernism was a reaction against the prior dominant sensibility, Classicism, Wabi-Sabi 
is derived from a reaction against Chinese perfectionism. Both are aesthetic languages 
which apply to objects, space and design, placing worth on non-representational beauty 
and renouncing non-structural ornamentation. These few fundamental parallels are 
outweighed by the inverted ideals of Wabi-Sabi.

Wabi-Sabi, in contrast to Modernism, is aligned with the private, intuitive, relative and 
natural. Where Modern artifacts require maintenance, Wabi-Sabi ‘accommodates to 
degradation and attrition’. (Koren, 1994) The ideal of purity is intransigent, Wabi-Sabi 
believes corrosion, contamination and expansion of sensory information engender 
rich experiences. Elasticity and resilience are found in ambiguity and contradiction. 
Naturally, in Wabi-Sabi, ‘to everything there is a season’ rather than the everlasting static 
Modernist structures. (Koren, 1994) 

The materiality of Wabi-Sabi is learned from nature: impermanence, imperfection and 
incompletion. Artifacts are crafted from materials that evidence vulnerability to then 
effects of weathering and human treatment. ‘Nicks, chips, bruises, scars, dents, peeling 
and other forms of attrition are a testament to histories of use and misuse.’ (Koren, 
1994) Material qualities suggest a natural process, irregularity, unpretentiousness and 
simplicity. The physicality of Wabi-Sabi artifacts is in essence an acknowledgment of the 
inevitability of time.
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‘Art, modern no less than primitive, has always served to delineate areas of sacredness 
and significance from the rest of life.’ {Kirschenbaum, 1972}

Primitivism as a concept has always existed through longings to return to a pre-civilised 
state. The term was widely used in the dialogue around Modernist artists being affected 
by ‘tribal art’. A New-Primitivism emerged with Post-Modernism; a behavioural and 
often terracentric primitivism, a search for the ‘center’ of the universe in which we 
inhabit. Artists and designers have used primitivist devices primitivist devices in modes 
of expression, use of totemic materials and to discuss potential human interactions with 
objects and the world, counter to contemporary standards. 

Ideas of escaping civilisation and returning to an idealised primitive state have always 
existed. ‘Primitivism’ refers to an ‘attitude of mind working from a cultural state to an 
imagined pre-cultural state uncontaminated by the ills of civilisation’. {Kirschenbaum, 1972} One 
of the first examples of primitivist longings is the Greek concept of Arcady (Arcadia): a 
mythical place in the Peloponnesus, whose isolation provided simple, pastoral conditions, 
removed from the burden of a crass culture. Later, the Renaissance sought the 
antidote Medieval Christianity with its ‘pagan and boisterous longings’. {Kirschenbaum, 1972} 

Christianity in turn has constructed its ideal of Eden - a contrast to the contaminated 
state of contemporary civilisation. In more recent history still, there has been a shared 
experience of nostalgia for the primitive: from Enlightenment to Post-Modernism. 

A notion of ‘Primitivism’ as a defined concept became established through Rousseau’s 
‘Noble Savage’: “’A natural man’: unhampered, original, spontaneous, as he was in the 
garden of Eden.’ {Kirschenbaum, 1972} This romantic transformation reframed the ‘primitive’ 
into an admirable ideal, and permitted the symbolic community of Bohemia to form. The 
‘primitive’ allowed a new expressiveness to shape artistic behaviour and work. 

The turn of the twentieth century brought shifting language frameworks - the work of 
the likes of Darwin, Freud and Frazer repositioned the ‘origins of things as a source 
of their true explanation’. {Kirschenbaum, 1972} Paired with the increased circulation of ‘tribal 

PRIMITIVISM

Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, 1907; 
Pablo Picasso, Guitar, 1914

New Primitivism & Object Engagement

* MORE COMING HERE - WHY DIVERGE TO PRIMITIVISM?
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art’, particularly sculptural artifacts from West Africa, Oceania and North America, a 
deepened curiosity in ‘primitivism’ emerged. 

Gaugin, Picasso, Matisse and the early Moderns soon associated a romantic primitivism 
with expressive freedom, recognising the value in tribal art as: ‘more closely allied to the 
fundamental, basic, and essential drives of life, which Westerns share but bury under a 
multitude of parasitical and nonessential desires’. {Myers, 2006} Attracted to the materiality 
and raw aesthetic of the ‘tribal art’ - in its handmade form of natural materials, these 
artists found a ‘directness, immediacy and economy of means’, described by Robert 
Goldwater, African arts scholar, as a ‘reduction of means’.  {Kirschenbaum, 1972} Like John 
Ruskin of the Arts and Craft Movement, he saw truth in materials - paint as paint, wood 
as wood, stone as stone - and that truth would bestow dignity on the object. 

In 1984, MoMA held a seminal exhibition - ‘“Primitivism” in 20th Century Art: The Affinity 
to Tribal and the Modern’, the exhibition was the ‘first ever to juxtapose modern and tribal 
objects in the light of informed art history’. {MoMA, 1984} Works by early Modernists through to 
contemporary artists, including Gaugin, Picasso, Brancusi, Expressionists and Surrealists 
were shown paired with examples of ‘tribal art’ exposing affinities and parallels. 

The exhibition was positioned to document and display the parallelisms evident, however 
the resulting discourse was a criticism of Modernism and Western institutions as 
hegemonic constructions. The argument derives from the Foucauldian principle of the 
Other - which Modernism adopted to position Western society as superior and ‘tribal’ 
peoples (of Africa, Japan, Indigenous Australia and Native America) as less advanced, 
skilled or intellectual.

This construction was arguably evident in the MoMA exhibition, (and Modern Art), 
through the removal of context of ‘tribal’ artifacts - creating universality through 
censorship of meaning, context and intention. Baudrillard is of the opinion that ‘the 
appreciation and interpretation of tribal objects takes place within a modern ‘system of 
objects’ which confers value on certain things and withholds it from others’. {Myers, 2006}

Paul Gaugin, Where do we come from? What 
are we? Where are we going?, 1897

Henri Matisse, Portrait of Madame Matisse, 1913
Mask, Shira-Pamu, Gabon, Unknown

Constantin Brancusi, Madam L.R., 1914-1917

Paul Klee, Mask of Fear, 1932 
Max Ernst, Bird-Head, 1934-1935
Tusyan mask from Upper Volia, Unknown
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The ‘neutralization of time’ is evident through the display of primitive art objects as from 
a separate time; an a-linear history rather than contemporaneous works. Myers criticises 
‘primitive art’ as too general a term, ‘stylistic consensus, without temporal location - 
suggesting homogenous and unchanging primitive, traditional societies.  {Myers, 2006}

From the ‘Primitivism/Modernism’ debate emerged a ‘New Primitivism’, corresponding 
with the shift to Post-Modernism - that of behavioural primitivism. The Modernist’s 
inheritance of free expression from ‘Primitive Art’ was shifted to equate behaviour with 
expression. The Conceptual Art and Arte Povera artists recognised that ‘ultimately, in 
a world full of things almost to saturation, to do art may be far more satisfying than to 
make objects’.  {Kirschenbaum, 1972} From here, the distinction between art and life blurred as 
the meaningfulness and ceremony found in totemic primitive artifacts was now sought 
in life and activity. 

Conceptual artists had a ... ‘desire to find new integration of meaning and activity in 
their lives. Art becomes mundane, less intellectually and commercially sacred, and life 
hopefully becomes more filled with significance. Rediscover of center and return to an 
imagined primitive wholeness...’ {Kirschenbaum, 1972}

The search for ‘center’ shifted to become a form of terracentric ‘Primitivism’, as seen in 
Land Art. Artists were reacting to contemporary society and technological advancement 
by reconnecting with the earth and a ‘primitive recognition of the center of the universe 
in which we occupy’.

On a more human scale, the materialism of Arte Povera also engaged with an 
aesthetic of natural beauty, a ‘determined indeterminacy’ where basic materials and 
intentional/accidental forms would speak. The artists would often juxtapose mundane 
or natural materials to link nature and culture, stating ‘products of culture are not to 
be distinguished from natural products’, opposed to the anthropological approach of 
examining the relationship between the two. {Christov-Bakargiev, 1999}

Christo and Jeanne-Claude, Wrapped Coast, One 
Million Square Feet, Little Bay, Australia, 1968-1969

Richard Long, Kilkeny Circle, 1984
Piero Gilardi, Totem Domesticoe, 1964

Piero Gilardi, The Rocks, 
Seating from The Multipe Series, 1967 

Andrea Branzi, Animali Domestici, 1985-1986
Andrea Zittel, Raugh Furniture, 2005
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HEIRLOOM PIECES

Thinking about the significance of objects in our lives, the culture of things. How do 
objects enter our lives? Ceremoniously; in a frenzy; or with silent discretion. What stories 
can objects tell? How much can a tool express of someone’s identity? How accurately 
can we presume the role of an object in a life?

Recently, I inherited a series of small objects from my maternal grandparents, 
Frank Osmond Bloxham and Hilda Charlotte Bloxham. Some of these objects are familiar 
to the point of not recognising them as independant products, others I had not met yet 
but describe my grandparents very well. Some stories embedded in these things will 
continue, others have ceased to exist and leave us guessing. 

The notion of cultural and natural products is evident in the appearance of Primitivism in 
the design discipline. The use of totemic natural materials - wood, stone - have become 
prevalent as a means to antidote highly processed contemporary materials, contemplate 
object roles or instigate a shift in relation between user and artifact. 

Andrea Branzi’s Animali Domestici are fetishistic and contemplative, and incite magic or 
tribal ritual. Branzi invites new ways of inhabiting the home, and seeks to establish new 
relationships between object and user through manipulation of materials: juxtaposition 
of processed and raw wood. 

Andrea Zittel’s Raugh furniture, a series of ‘rock formations’ carved from high density 
foam speaks of ‘democratic primitivism’ - recontextualising living spaces according to 
her rules of Raugh. Amongst these rules, she states that ‘Raugh is both progressive and 
regressive at the same time’, infinitely adaptable and a Raugh object must deteriorate 
beautifully. {Zittel, 2005}

Maarten Baas’ Clay Furniture recognise the yearning for objects that are not perfect 
and provide a medium between absolute handmade one-off and commercially available 
design. The hand shaped clay furniture is made in the language of Wabi Sabi, where 
irregularities and imperfections are the ideal. Clay Furniture acknowledges the desire to 
‘return to a natural sympathy between man and object’. {Mackenzie, 2010}

The adoption of Primitivism in design is shifting from a pure materiality of honest 
craftmanship to include imbued behavioural primitivism - emancipating objects from 
contemporary product culture, with an attempt to alter their prescribed uses.

The discourse of Primitivism has allowed expressive freedom and space to communicate 
primitive longings, opposed to contemporary concerns and ideals. The term may not 
be as relevant in contemporary design as it was when discussing the work of early 
Modernists, however we have inherited a device which permits discussion of materiality 
and fundamental human needs. 

Maarten Baas, Clay Furniture, 2010
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a)  

b)  
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c)   

d)   
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e)   

f)  
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g)  

h)   
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i)   

j)  
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k)  

l)   
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m
)   

a) Hedgehog: An ambiguous object found in Frank’s study. Patent #22411-09.   
 After asking family and friend’s of Frank’s, nobody knows the origin or use of   
 this object, but we’re taking guesses. Victorian era contraceptive, internal food   
 grater, reamer? 

b) Coral: This artifact has been in Hilda’s bathroom for as long as I can remember.   
 Frank and Hilda enjoyed separate bathrooms - each decorated in 1970’s tiling   
 and collected items. Hilda had many visits to Norfolk Island, each time bringing   
 back a souvenir - shells, coral, stones. Frank often visited Papua New Guinee, in   
 the days before strict customs, he acquired specimens such as this. From a child, I  
 was always fascinated with this piece. 

c) Hands: Hilda was offered many gifts from Frank - she had an interest in porcelain  
 collectible dolls and by her later years, the house was full of cabinets of dolls. In   
 the last ten years she made her own, with her ladies on a Tuesday afternoon.   
 Airbrushed faces and handstitched lacework costumes. As her dementia   
 progressed, her interest, skill and taste subsided and the dolls show a progression  
 of her disease.  

d) Feathers: In Hilda’s earlier years, she was an incredibly talented seamstress,   
 hand-sewing extravagant dancing costumes fit for Sydney Mardi Gras, while only  
 ever choosing to wear co-ordinated cardigans and slacks herself. As a craft   
 hoarder, the house still contains cases of frills and feathers, remnants of her early  
 creativity. 

e) Cooling Tray: Aunt Beryl, Hilda’s aunt was a keen baker. Without much money,   
 the prized cooling tray and cake decorating equipment was passed on to the next  
 generation to whoever took an interest. 

f) Frank: Frank was a historian and collector of curiosities. And a very dapper man in  
 his day. 

g) Oosik: Frank would cheekily bring this one off the shelf whenever I had friends   
 visiting with me, asking for guesses as to what it could be. He gave it to my   
 partner Liam and now we have the pleasure of tormenting curious people.   
 ‘Acquired’ in Alaska, an Oosik is the native American term for a walrus baculum.

h) Stone Tools: As historian and engineer, Frank was fascinated with primitive tools  
 and understanding the development of humans through objects. My mother and I  
 have both inherited this interest. 
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i) Stationery: In the depression, my grandparents shared an incredible poverty. Later  
 in their life they were fortunate and could afford to purchase rather than    
 improvise. My mother tells me stories from her youth of drawing on any paper   
 she could get her hands on - recycled many times, and fighting over pencils with  
 her siblings. When Hilda’s income grew, so did her stationery collection. She   
 would buy a roll of Selley’s tape at the supermarket each visit. She had an   
 exceptional collection of coloured sticker dots, post-its, tape dispensers, scissors,  
 rulers, erasers - each item in multiples of at least twenty, just in case. 

j) Tape: Inscribed with F. O.  B. - a practical reminder of my grandfather. Measure, be   
 precise, scrutinise details, check twice.  

* MORE COMING HERE

CABLE TIES FOREVER

* MORE COMING HERE - PHOTOGRAPHS, DRAWING & WRITING
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THE SHOE COLLECTOR

* MORE COMING HERE - PHOTOGRAPHS & WRITING - THOMAS’ INVESTMENT 
IN SHOES
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Design magazines act as role-models for ideal aesthetics. Apartamento is an inspiring 
publication. An Italian interior design magazine, but rather than a focus on high-end 
perfection, it addresses real people, stories and mess. 

It is a logical result of the post-materialist mind shift. There is a quest for identity in the 
midst of mass production and globalisation, and that quest leads to what is personal, what 
is natural, what is real. 

 (Apartamento, 2011)

APARTAMENTO - IDEAL OF ANTI-PERFECTION
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Keep objects as a system

Keep production as a mirror

Keep death as an exchange

Keep the world as a simulacrum

Keep the evil transparent

Keep the majorities silent

Keep your seduction alive

Keep your memory cool

Keep yourself as an other

Keep perfection as a crime

Keep illusion for the end

Keep on the line a while

(Baudrillard, 1997)

OBJECT STORYTELLER - CLAIRE LAMBE

Claire Lambe is a Melbourne based artist and founder of Death Be Kind gallery. Her 
installations take the form of ersonal museum, still life, collections - exploring the 
significance of objects in our lives, with subject matter of death, family & sexuality.

This page, The Monk’s Parlour, (2010)
Next page, The Memorial, (2010)
Images courtesy of Claire Lambe
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“The Memorial is an elaborate display-case housing a collection of beloved objects that once 
belonged to a deceased relative, friend, acquaintance or lover chosen by over 100 people from all 
walks of life who have kindly participated in this project.”

(www.deathbekind.com, 2011)

Achilles is Watching Us was an exhibition for the 2011 Milan Furniture Fair with the 
premise of showing a range of international designers’ personal objects - those which 
inspire, are loaded with stories and are kept in close proximity to their person. 

Organised by Matylda Krzykowski from the personal design blog Mat&Me and Marco 
Gabriele Lorusso from creative collective Made in Design Studio.

“Objects have a value if we attach feelings to them; everyone is living in this world of 
colorful and playful objects, but only a few are able to surpass the limits of time and 
become memories.

In a way, we could say that someone is looking over the shoulders of these ‘blessed’ ones 
to make sure they become great guardians of our time - people that inspire the minds 
of the creators and the designers of the precious objects that we introduce into our little 
world.”

(www.aiwu.eu, 2011)

Images courtesy of Achilles is Watching Us

OBJECT STORYTELLER - ACHILLE IS WATCHING US
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Nobiti id quo dolorrum hiliquae ventur repeditatem rectur? Berem qui tem fugitiistist 
pliquia voluptatur millita si si odis repersp ersperuptas aut ium quae volut endenim 
inctaturit ab iur? Qui tem ium eos molenia nobis expeliq uatioriorum hiliqui andam est, 
con perum, comnimi, acerspitecte verumenis et odit asperumque porrum faces et as 
et quam ullitiae omnient ut excesto et voloriost ommolori dolupic iliqui inist re officid 
quatem di ut accuptatur sinvel incipsu ntiandelibus id mint.

Ibus nemporehent landae necus asi non plabo. Lic torum hiciamendae reheni coribeaqui 
offictem illaudae doluptur, serum auteseque od quasit que nis as autat res et vit que 
voluptibus ium audistrum alia de cullestia deligenihic tem. Nam utemperiat quosapient 
volupti dersper itates ipsaepudam, ereiumquat alissimenis et aut plibusa persperit quiat.

* MORE COMING HERE - PREAMBLE TO ‘NOTHING IS LOST’ PROJECT 

CONSUMPTION TO NON-CONSUMPTION
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In 2005, Renounce Network was formed - an initiative to reduce excessive consumption, 
asking people to give one thing up. In 2011 in anticipation of funding through British 
Council’s BIG GREEN IDEA, the project was reframed as Nothing is Lost - a project 
which extends the original idea into a sustainable community building project.

What is the project?

‘Nothing is Lost’ is an initiative designed to help people reduce their personal 
consumption - one little bit at a time - and help to divert the energy saved into 
sustainable, community building projects. The project involves an online resource, 
workshops and exhibition. ‘Nothing is Lost’ recognises that no action exists in isolation - 
the smallest actions can impact positively on the state of the world.

Addressing over-consumption, the project proposes a look at our daily habits, identifying 
the necessary and luxury, and suggests to simply give up one thing. What exists in the 
absence of this thing you have given up? Perhaps empowerment, but also free energy, 
space, time or cash. ‘Nothing is Lost’ will help people to harness these resources and 
will offer a network of community initatives, inspiring people and ideas to connect with.

Beginning at home in Moreland (VIC), ‘Nothing is Lost’ connects participants with 
inspired and productive people initiating diverse projects in the area.  

The project consists of an online resource: storytelling place; trading place; community 
network; tutorials; and consumer choice guide. It will be launched with an exhibition, 
calling for local creatives to address the theme of the project. ‘Nothing is Lost’ will host 
support group happenings with guest speakers leading community projects in the areas 
of transport, food, fashion, goods, media and substance. The sessions will informally 
allow storytelling, workshops and lectures for those people brave enough to give 
something up, and divert their energy into positive action.

Motivation

Nothing is Lost provides several drivers which greatly motivate me. Firstly, it will allow 
me the opportunity to further engage in issues of excessive consumption, sustainable 
communities and climate change, and create a space where discussion and positive 
action can exist. I am motivated to spread awareness of these issues and increase 
the proactivity of my community regarding sustainability. Having lived in Brunswick 
East, Moreland for my adult life to date, I highly value my local community as an 
interconnected and dynamic network. This project would be an excellent opportunity to 
contribute to my community, and strengthen the networks which exist already.

As a project, Nothing is Lost would also greatly develop my professional practice as 
emerging designer and producer. It would inform and extend my creative practice 

NOTHING IS LOST
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- questioning the relationships we create with objects, with the intent of identifying 
solutions to decrease consumption. Nothing is Lost would provide a valuable Social 
Design and Community Development experience to learn from. Pursuing the project 
would further my production and project management skills greatly. Mentorship 
received from LRQA and British council would be an asset to the project, and a unique 
opportunity to extend my professional practice and knowledge.

Project management skills and experience

In recent years I have initiated and been involved with creative and community event 
projects, acting as producer, media relations, exhibition designer and curator. Projects 
involve Cream Teeth (2010), a collaborative exhibition at Tinning Street Gallery for 
Melbourne Fringe Festival which I curated and produced; Smoko Community Festival 
(2007-2010) - a weekend community music festival in North East Victoria - contribution 
to a shared project manager role, production and event management; Common Bike 
(2009) - a bicycle sharing initiative, pilot and forum - management of branding and 
media relations; Brunswick Free Ride (2007 - 2011) - an annual community event 
celebrating bicycles in Moreland - production and event management.

Circumstances showing leadership skills

My creative practice involves self-initiated and collaborative projects - and in each of 
these experiences I learn new skills to contribute to my ability to lead projects. I am 
inclined towards facilitating projects, and believe it is necessary to critically evaluate my 
own leadership skills in order to grow and progress my professional practice.

In the the early development of ‘Smoko Community Festival’, I was collaboratively 
producing the project with a group of ten. During this time, there were conflicting ideas 
about the direction - I learnt invaluable skills of negotiation and dispute resolution. In 
this project, I found it essential to empower people with their own skills, and learn to 
delegate processes which my be achieved more elegantly by another.

The ‘Common Bike’ project was a co-operative effort between around twenty people. I 
was responsible for communication and identity of the project, as it continued I assumed 
a leadership role, aiding in managing and motivating others to be as excited about the 
opportunity as I was.

More recently, I initiated an exhibition, ‘Cream Teeth’ - curating, producing and working 
closely with six artists. In this circumstance, I learnt to own my own project and be able 
to communicate my direction clearly, while negotiating other ideas and contributions. It 
gave me the opportunity to manage people with schedules and a tight budget in mind, 
outsourcing and delegating tasks. I believe an important leadership skill is to engage 
people, finding motivation and inspiration key drivers in a project context with no 
financial incentives.

Communication skills

I have broad experience in communicating effectively over various platforms. My 
experience has shown me that clear and consistent communication is essential for the 
development of a project.

In a work environment, such as my role as Production Co-Ordinator at Mattt Studio, 
comprehensive communication is necessary with colleagues. I was involved in 
collaborative design projects which required a high level of communication skills, 
considered communication and active listening techniques were used to work 
cohesively together.

Working in informal or community networks, on projects such as Common Bike 
or Smoko Community Festival, dynamic communication is crucial to keep people 
engaged without financial incentive. Project Managing in this context required a use of 
communication skills to define and empower people in their roles.

Effective promotion of the idea or event is critical to the success of any project. Across 
various projects, I have dealt with publicity - augmenting the audience through use of 
formal and informal publicity tools. For ‘Cream Teeth’, I utilised word of mouth, social 
media, printed collateral, online and print advertising, taking advantage of multiple 
networks to tell the public about the exhibition. It was produced with Melbourne 
Fringe Festival - receiving valuable production and promotion mentorship through their 
program. The exhibition was measurably successful, receiving a record attendance on 
opening night, high artwork sales, high website statistics and follow-on opportunities for 
myself and the artists involved.

Effective communication with media was evident in ‘Common Bike’ - the pilot received 
positive online, radio and print coverage, locally and internationally.
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Project Capacity

Nothing is Lost is a community building network, contingent on existing and future 
relationships with stakeholders within and outside of Moreland, from project advisers 
and local council to proactive community members.

A key project advisor will be Soumitri Varadarajan, Associate Professor of Industrial 
Design at RMIT University, and practicing designer (Industrial and Social Design). 
Soumitri will mentor the project in a Social Design for Sustainability framework.

Moreland City Council will be a major stakeholder, with the project running being 
informed by the Moreland Arts and Culture Strategy, and Sustainable Moreland Advisory 
Group. Co-operation from Moreland Council will be sought in securing venue spaces, 
publicising project, advising and potentially funding Nothing is Lost in early 2012.  

Charmaine Chew of Climate Action Moreland will be invited to act at sustainability 
advisor. Charmaine is an initiator of sustainable community building projects, with a 
background in Community Development.

Environmentally aware local businesses will be invited to participate in Nothing is Lost, 
to act as potential speakers for the workshops, be involved in the online network, and 
publicise the project through their networks. Potential partners: Commuter Cycles; Smith 
and Maloney Green Grocers; Monk House Design; CERES.

A range of local practitioners will be invited to participate in Nothing is Lost as 
storytellers in the workshop series, sharing their practice and inspiring others with 
practical and imaginative ideas to work against excessive consumption.

Nothing is Lost will also draw on local personal networks across Moreland - from 
creative and environmentally aware students to landowners and business operators.

Plans for securing matching resources

I am applying for Big Green Idea funding for $10,000 towards the ‘Nothing is Lost’ 
project. The matching $10,000 will come from multiple sources.

 – I will apply for funding from Moreland City Counil through the Seeding Grant 
($3000) and Project Grant ($5000), applications to be submitted between February 
and April 2012.

 – Funding is available from RMIT Industrial Design or RMIT Foundation for projects 
initated by students.

 – I will apply for sponsorship for paper stock from Spicers Paper, where I have 
received sponsorship previously, or through Raleigh Paper’s ‘Yesterday’s Heroes’ 
scheme. I will attempt to secure sponsorship for catering for the workshops - from 
local breweries and providores.

 – In-Kind support will be offered by Soumitri Varadarajan in the form of Project Advisor.

external

internal

SOUMITRI

ME

RMIT
ID

BRITISH 
COUNCIL

MORELAND

MORELAND 
CITY COUNCIL

CLIMATE ACTION 
MORELAND

LOCAL SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS

PARTICIPANTS

MEDIA

VENUES

GALLERY

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

PRINTERS

SPONSORS

Nothing is Lost - Stakeholder Map

Detailing key actors and participants in project. 
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 – In-Kind support will be requested from Moreland City Council for contributions or 
assistance towards securing venue space.

 – I offer my own In-Kind support in Project Managing, and developing the online 
resource. I will also contribute my own funds to fill the required matching $10,000 - 
contingent on grant and sponsorship applications.

Project Audience

Nothing is Lost will  address residents of Moreland, Victoria, targeting people who are 
(a) seeking further involvement in sustainable practice and community engagement, (b) 
those who are willing but inactive and (c) those who could potentially be invited to share 
in the ideals of the project.

The project will be designed to appeal to young people (18-35 years), as people who 
would be receptive to changing habits, and developing ownership of their community.

Media and Communications

 – Public installations / exhibitions as awareness raisers
 – Engaging with media - Moreland Leader, The Age, Herald Sun, RRR, 3CR, PBS, 

online media, relevant magazines and publications
 – Website resource linked to social media
 – Promoted through social media: facebook, twitter, gumtree
 – Promoted through local businesses, networks and venues
 – Creative promotion: postcards, stickers, postering, pop-up events, flash mobs

Evaluation

 – Review of project: interviews with participants and stakeholders, recording 
constructive advice and comments; evaluation of participants renounced habits or 
goods, and sustainable practice adopted - information presented in graphical format 
and published on website to contribute to feedback system

 – Attendance to exhibition opening and duration of show
 – Publicity received for exhibition: reviews, articles in print, radio and online
 – Attendance at workshop series: participant reactions recorded through casual and 

formal responses
 – Attention received towards online resource: participation in forum, trading place and 

social media platform
 – Online statistics recording website activity - linked to timing of project, happenings 

and exhibition
 – Media attention received: online, print and radio publicity

Nothing is Lost - Project Schedule

ACTIVITY DETAILS

Research & 
Development

Development of project concept, objective and mission. 
Designing content for workshops and online resource

Fundraising Securing partnerships, in-kind support and extra funding

Network Development Liaising with representatives from Moreland social projects, 
sustainability initiatives, Moreland City Council

Website Development Development of online resource: CMS, content design, 
graphic design

Graphic Design & 
Branding

Developing visual identity of project, and promotion collateral

Workshop 
Programming

Securing speakers, venues

Promotional 
Campaign

Awareness raising of project: advertising - print, radio, online, 
creative promotion, social media platforms, word of mouth 
promotion

Launch Website

Workshop 
Implementation

Spring & Autumn sessions,  6 workshops over 8 weeks

Exhibition 
Development

Secure venue, call-out and devopment, meetings with artists

Exhibition Opening and duration of exhibition

Evaluation Workshop Feedback

Review

Acquittal
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Nothing is Lost - Project Budget

INCOME

Type Details Subtotal Income Notes
Big Green Idea Grant British Council Grant 10000
Other Grants Moreland City Council Seeding Grant tbc $3000 - to be applied for between Feb - April 2012

Moreland City Council Project Grant tbc $5000 - to be applied for between Feb - April 2012

Sponsorship
Spicers / Raleigh Paper - paper donation for 
promotional materials 500
RMIT Industrial Design tbc
Catering for workshops 1000

In-Kind Assistance Advising - Soumitri Varadarajan 2000 $300/hour 
Venue hire 1500

Own contribution Website Development 2000 In-Kind support
Other 3000 Cash - contingent on Moreland grant applications

20000 Must match total expenditure

EXPENDITURE

Type Details Subtotal Expenditure Notes
Fees Advising - Soumitri Varadarajan 2000 In-Kind
Production/ Program Direct Costs Venue Hire 3000 $1500 In-Kind

Speaker Fees 7200 $600 x 12 guest speakers over 6 workshops
Workshop materials 1000

Printing 1200
Catering for workshops 1000 Sponsorship

Communications Graphic Design 2000
Website Development 2000 In-Kind, Own Contribution
Website Hosting 100

Administration Sundry costs 500
20000 Must match total income

Applicant Full Name Georgia Hutchison

TOTAL INCOME

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
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INCOME

Type Details Subtotal Income Notes
Big Green Idea Grant British Council Grant 10000
Other Grants Moreland City Council Seeding Grant tbc $3000 - to be applied for between Feb - April 2012

Moreland City Council Project Grant tbc $5000 - to be applied for between Feb - April 2012

Sponsorship
Spicers / Raleigh Paper - paper donation for 
promotional materials 500
RMIT Industrial Design tbc
Catering for workshops 1000

In-Kind Assistance Advising - Soumitri Varadarajan 2000 $300/hour 
Venue hire 1500

Own contribution Website Development 2000 In-Kind support
Other 3000 Cash - contingent on Moreland grant applications

20000 Must match total expenditure

EXPENDITURE

Type Details Subtotal Expenditure Notes
Fees Advising - Soumitri Varadarajan 2000 In-Kind
Production/ Program Direct Costs Venue Hire 3000 $1500 In-Kind

Speaker Fees 7200 $600 x 12 guest speakers over 6 workshops
Workshop materials 1000

Printing 1200
Catering for workshops 1000 Sponsorship

Communications Graphic Design 2000
Website Development 2000 In-Kind, Own Contribution
Website Hosting 100

Administration Sundry costs 500
20000 Must match total income

Applicant Full Name Georgia Hutchison

TOTAL INCOME

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
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nothing is lost / moreland  hello@nothingislost.net

about

happening

exhibition

storytelling

trading

community

learn

‘Nothing is Lost’ is an initiative designed to help people reduce their personal 
consumption - one little bit at a time - and help to divert the energy saved into 
sustainable, community building projects. The project involves an online 
resource, workshops and exhibition. ‘Nothing is Lost’ recognises that no action 
exists in isolation - the smallest actions can impact positively on the state of 
the world.

KEY PARTNERS

British Council - Big Green Idea

RMIT Industrial Design

Moreland City Council

KEY ACTIVITIES

Workshops

Website

Exhibition

KEY RESOURCES

Network - Moreland

Mentorship - Big Green Idea, Soumitri

Abilities

COST STRUCTURE

Funded by Grants

In-Kind Support
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CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

Participants - workshops

Viewers - exhibition

Readers - website

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Moreland residents

18 - 35 years old

Male and Female

VALUE PROPOSITIONS

Sustainability

Reduce consumption

Increase community engagement

REVENUE STREAMS

British Council ‘Big Green Idea’ funding - $10,000

Sponsorship

In-Kind support

Self-funded

 Lawrence
 39
 Male
 Coburg North
 Solicitor / Yoga Teacher
 Giving up commuting to CBD
 Saving time, money, fossil fuels

Lawrence has seen new bike paths 
installed in his area, and is thinking of 
taking up cycling. He likes the idea of 
keeping healthy and active, but wants to 
ride with a group first to get confidence.  
He can share legal advice and yoga 
positions. 

 Hannah
 32
 Female
 Coburg
 Teacher / Mother
 Giving up buying new clothes
 Saving money, environment

Hannah is a new mum, and realising family 
budgets means sacrificing some luxuries, 
but she gets excited about learning how 
to sew & finding op-shopping secrets. She 
wants to learn new skills, get involved with 
her community and find innovative ways to 
save money. 

 Angus
 26
 Male
 Brunswick East
 Social Work student
 Giving up Facebook 
 Saving time

Angus wants to find more stimulating 
media sources, and to be more active in his 
community. He likes the idea of Nothing is 
Lost to get him involved in some positive 
activity outside of university. He can share 
his gardening and breadmaking skills

 Sarah
 24
 Female
 Brunswick 
 Hospitality worker
 Giving up conventional vegetables
 Saving Money, energy

Sarah always thinks of being an 
environmentalist, but never seems to get 
around to it. She wants to start small, join 
an local food co-op, learn how to make the 
most of her garden, help at a community 
garden. Sarah can offer cooking skills, 
bookbinding and dogwalking. 

Nothing is Lost - Participant Personas
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* MORE COMING HERE - MORE EXPLORATION INTO ‘NOTHING IS LOST’ AND 
WHERE TO GO FOR MAJOR PROJECT.. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

* MORE COMING HERE - A REAL BIBLIOGRAPHY!

 – Ves nonimperum co ves sil hosteris moveris ellabeffreme quo Cupionv ercenit ina, 
tatquis, clabultum tris. Cat re cero, demnem demedo, et ius culiam es nos sedium 
mora L. Serevid iculum es pon publiu cus, erferfec ti, consus cus conscer oporaetil 
horum morunum inam 

 – perbitio acciemus cora? Vastala omnia? Itandit; nos Catius? At dentiquere te 
noravem abuntil icatius eribus, ego convena turnultur atum unum nesenimus es con 
te etratim mortum prio unu

 –  que iam, utem dum publin dit, vis actur licaverum iaeque intilina, quit; nem pultum 
tus obse cationf ecerei immoratuaste nost inatil hacervid audet consultorum hos, 
crum mo cotius, ur. Cat, se nondam sulibem me inatursultum ia cret; et gratiam 
Rompos, quita

 – ta talabem peris. Senatum fui pribusa menatilin vent? Ti. Vala norei publine 
ssestaturnum teroxim plicaes in publium patusquem autesinum delis sedo, quam 
senium omne

 – dis hocchum avem sa diena, pore tus non ne con dem confec temore audem 
peruncut que ignaribem initatquem diis, suntilis factum it; none inaritiam is; norbi etiu 
sede

 – m nessulin tam utem invendessa re re contemp licipic aederrare qui forisquo 
consulabem num quam, cupicen enitiam senatis; es halessedem prac moenat 
publicidenim spient. Eto virmis ata, utemorem mus C. Satus; non siliam inateri inte 
crei 

 – cae et; nora? An ta, vivehenic vis, se, nenatimus sentus cris ac in se pare, 
nossidescit; iam diissentem iam locuperbis actus ve, que condiursulis esilin re ad 
inuntes cul

 – leri musquere pularem num eo, qui pratus verum Romnequam, confex noruscres 
culeren terdi

 – erri tem intebatem tebatus? Ure mis, clessu ven id notilicat qui ilinvernicae o viris 
ad resit? quemus public ret audam porur publi, nost octa dum auc mod peri, Catris 
occhilici praeq

 – ue fit nosulin horum fure tam nor loculum telabemor licibus bonver pontemusse 
tudemquit intium quonos hicatius ni stin ret viliuss itiquo C. Ti. Maritab enatus, veribut 
emusque teropotiuri si ignontem in vit, ut audem ignoctorum aut pratil vidiere con 
nocae conend

 – m pl. Quam ocrivigna, queruntrit.

 – Natatide interic tatis norum, eto clut dii is. Etrac te igilla nortem perce patusperce 
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Large Ideas - Small Project
To discover and define my design position, I read and discuss design theory - mostly 
regarding ideas within a broad conversation of sustainability. Anti-consumption; anti-
obsalescence; anti-mass-production; anti-this and anti-that. I think when talking in 
negative phrasing, the scope for potential design projects narrows but the same 
conversation can be had in an affirmative tone. 

So from this I have come to a position where I want to improve, enrich and stimulate 
ideas for today and the near future. However, these ideas are HUGE and have recently 
been very intimidating as I find it difficult to generative tangible projects from immense 
concepts and keep a balance between manageability and stimulation. 

Ambitions for Major Project
I want to use my major project to represent my design practice and be a strong part of 
my portfolio. It needs to link to values, ideas and aesthetics in previous work but also 
to project my potential future practice. The project could be a propositional identifier, 
referring to my situation, values and the future I want to participate in.

Parallel Design Explorations
I am finding difficulty also generating immediate ‘catchy’ design solutions which link an 
idea to a form or material. I need to explore and experiment and have a slow process 
of split thinking and making, where both run in parallel until natural connections and 
correlations occur. 

From this diagram, I can learn that in order to generative ideas which connect and 
substantiate both theoretical and tangible practices, I just need to begin.

It may be true that one has to choose between ethics and aesthetics, but whichever 
one chooses, one will always find the other at the end of the road. 

—Jean-Luc Goddard

REFLECTION #1

theoretical

tangible

nonvermis iam temurbesi esterrit, sedem, clabestiam auscerbit.

 – As conves etraecris, opoporid res! Git querfir milinaturni igilne ilius hem, tam 
inularisquam 

 – niquas nos At porumus oculiquam ficaed fato mantem nit, nem, quod consuli tur. 
Simorta diis remus. Rox mod perfes fac rest iam cumenatilla nonsid merimus cul 
vatienin vis.

 – At ves is Ahachus, sedit, modicuppl. Verorum et auderiostiae ips, sena inam 
firicaedium 

 – tudees averfendet venatus vendiem hos alario ca rei pere cior hostus pero publictum 
menturb issoltus hos ficae, es habem que furs iam hala erribus coerebentela nost 

 – que avenatiquam quem dienteatis consum fatius hi, venimus consussilis. Maiondiis, 
que nostisulis hos comnes ca; nosus, or quitiae labussulabem opulicam esilis 
facerum, publintemod milicasdac te contiam merferv ivertem atis. Mantum omnosti, 

 – C. Ahaet; nostil condi commoriviur, C. Am iacterum Romande ristenatus pat, que 
nost vasdam hocaperisse ment.

 – Tum ditanum publica ediuscrum perum imis.

 – Pultum igna, ommoraed derurni hilicaessa num nirmiss upiciam alem utericia in
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Ways of Working Which Please & Benefit Me
Discussion: I highly value discussion as a tool to develop concepts, receive constructive 
criticism and solidify concepts. 

Collaboration: Having a collaborator as a major actor in a project helps to ground ideas 
and strengthen them as the process involves so much discussion. Conflicts and different 
views fortify ideas. I strongly believe in the expediential productivity of  > two minds over 
one. 

Material & Object Manipulation: Following Duchamp’s idea of ready-made - I find so 
much richness in experimenting with compositions of pre-made objects - material and 
form each containing stories and nuances. Base material exploration and 3D collage 
can help me to generate and develop ideas. 

Categorisation, Documentation & Presentation: Once I am at a stage in a project when 
the initial chaos and disorder is resolving itself, I find great satisfaction in ordering 
and presenting information, using graphic design, typography, photography, print and 
presentation techniques to benefit clarity and communication. 

Areas to Develop
 – Drawing and confidence
 – CAD
 – Photoshop / illustrator rendering (I have used Adobe extensively for layout and   

production but want more practice in visualisations and photorealistic renderings. 
 – Idea generation, impromptu solutions - practice snappy thinking! 
 – 3D printing, transfer to fabricators
 – Co-design and Service Design tools
 – Extend knowledge of practicing designers and develop local network

Reflecting on my design practice, I identify with a contemporary art and design 
community. Growing up with parents as practicing artist / ceramicists, I have learnt 
to view the world through an artistic mindset. I always assumed I would follow their 
path, and was supported to pursue creative endeavours. My intention when I was an 
adolescent was to follow a path of art - my early projects focussing on consciousness, 
mindfulness and Jungian ideas of dreams. 

Leaving school, I was employed at Artworkers, in Brisbane - a professional development 
organisation for Queensland artists. Here, I completed a Certificate III in Arts 
Administration. I was trained also in some graphic and web design and was exposed 
to artistic professional practice, industry networking, funding processes and artist run 
practices. 

I made a decision to pursue a more pragmatic creative direction and began a course in 
Industrial Design. I was not entirely aware of what this would entail but I knew firsthand 
how challenging working in the arts could be, and opted for education in something 
which would provide work and funding to do other more artistic side projects. 

After almost completing my Industrial Design degree, I now know that I still lean towards 
the artistic community but having trained in design I want to pursue a direction which 
accommodates both. My design education has given me the capacity and flexibility 
work with varying materials and subject matter, and has given me skills to work across 
creative disciplines. 

I would like to pursue a career as a creative worker - initiating and producing projects 
which straddle design and art. 

Getting Excited

These are some things in a creative project which get me excited: graphic design, 
presentation, printing and photography; promotion of project, getting other people 
excited about it too; networking and knowing who has what usable skill, and knowing 
how to rope them in; developing concepts through discussion; taking a leadership 
role and organising / producing projects; drawing (now I am enjoying it!); Styling - 
having authorship over the holistic aesthetic of a project and understanding how it 
communicates - the devil is in the detail; making sense via objects as a means to 
understand the world - let metaphors for greater systems develop; finding pleasure in 
details - materials, composition and metaphor. 

REFLECTION #2
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Portfolio website

Making www.georgiacharlotte.net really got 
me excited. A process of finding a platform 
I like (open source Indexhibit), learning html 
and css, designing an interface and curating 
the content to best represent my work.

Common Bike

A bicycle sharing design project. It focussed 
on system design, working collaboratively 
with other students and engaging the public. 
It culminated in proposals for a new system 
in Melbourne, and a forum with industry. I 
found myself motivated by the project being 
realistic and public. I found myself obsessed 
with the intricacies of system design - finding 
satisfaction rationalising and condensing 
complexities of information. Working with 
twenty other students on a collaborative 
project was challenging and inspiring. I found 
myself taking a leadership role - practicing 
management, delegation and tact.

PREVIOUS PROJECTS

Paper Bag 

A project investigating anonymous sexualities 
and materialism. Participants were invited to 
loan a brown paper bag of objects which they 
relate to their sexuality. The project culminated 
in a photographic series and publication. I 
enjoyed the outcome being controlled by the 
contributors - facilitating, setting conditions 
then watching the result. During a process 
of bricolage, I was excited by the intimacy of 
objects, and how they could be a conduit to 
discussions of issues, in this case sexuality. 
I also found myself enjoying and learning so 
much in the creative and technical process of 
photography, graphic design and publication.

Cream Teeth & Milky Ways

A multidisciplinary exhibition I produced and 
curated at Tinning Street gallery, as part 
of Melbourne Fringe Festival. Organising 
the show, I was challenged and excited 
by the process of negotiating between 
different parties - artists, venue, designers, 
photographers and Melbourne Fringe. Again, 
the curation / bricolage process was exciting - 
exhibition design, installation and assemblage. 
Marketing and publicising the show through 
different means tested my abilities - and 
I learnt skills I will apply in the future. The 
exhibition was self-funded, as its timing 
did not correlate with open dates for grant 
submissions, however that is an area to get 
more practice in.


